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IHS Energy

IHS Energy is part of IHS Markit, the leading source of information, insight and analytics in

critical areas that shape today’s business landscape. The depth and breadth of IHS gives

our clients unmatched access to the world’s foremost experts not only in the energy sector

but also in key related industries including economics and country risk, petrochemicals,

automotive, aerospace and defense, maritime and technology. The resulting energy

forecasts and outlooks are unparalleled in their full integration of industry drivers, the

macro-economic environment and geopolitical risk dimensions. As a result, IHS Energy

clients are able to make critical decisions, from portfolio investments to asset or commodity

trades, and from infrastructure planning to cost optimization, based on a comprehensive

understanding of relevant dynamics and risks.
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Agenda

• Discuss methods and limitations of traditional decline analysis 

• Recommendations for effectively using traditional decline methods

• Field Examples

> Using Flowing Material Balance to avoid overestimating EUR

> Comparing EUR and OGIP to understand uncertainty in input parameters

> Using Material Balance and Decline analysis to monitor production through extended 
periods of time

> Using Flowing Material Balance and Decline Analysis to aid in production optimization

> Applying traditional decline methods to identify overlooked reserves



The methods available to us

Traditional Decline

Volumetric

Material Balance

Flowing Material 
Balance

Simulation



The methods available to us

Availability of Data

Analysis Level

DifficultEasy

Analysis Method

Information 
Derived

Decline Volumetric
Material 
Balance

RTA Simulation

Original Gas in Place x x x x

Expected Ultimate 
Recovery

x x x

Flow Regime 
Identification

x x

Pool Groupings x x x

Drive Mechanism x x x

Permeability x x

Skin x x



Decline Analysis: the simplest way to…

Analyze declining production rates and
forecasting future performance of oil
and gas wells

Generate a forecast of future production
rates and to determine the expected
ultimate recoverable (EUR) reserves.
(Not Fluids-In-Place)



However, for conventional methods you need enough 
history to identify a trend

No discernible trend A discernible trend



Decline curve analysis is based on empirical
observations of production decline



Empirical decline analysis makes some major assumptions

• The factors causing the historical decline continue unchanged during the forecast period.

• Factors that affect decline rate:

> Reservoir Conditions: pressure depletion, number of producing wells, drive 
mechanism, reservoir characteristics, saturation changes, and relative permeability

> Operating Conditions: artificial lift, choke setting, compressions, operating hours, 
separator pressure, tubing size and workovers 



Additional assumptions

• An additional constraint is the sandface flowing pressure

• All production can be characterized as having an initial transient flow period followed by a
boundary-dominated flow period

• During the transient period, the reservoir pressure at the flow boundary remains constant
at the initial reservoir pressure and the flow boundary moves outward from the well
through the reservoir



Empirical decline analysis can only be used during 
BDF

• When all boundaries are reached, the reservoir pressure begins to decline and the well
enters the boundary-dominated flow period.

• Traditional decline methods (i.e. Arps) are to be used during BDF.

• During the early life of a well, while it is still in transient flow and the reservoir boundaries
have not been reached, decline curves should NOT be expected to be applicable.

• Transient flow is characterized by very high decline rates, but will stabilize once BDF is
reached.



Transient Flow

• Last for several minutes to several years

• Depends upon permeability and the areal extent of the reservoir. 

• For most conventional production, transient flow period ends after a few days.

• Tighter reservoirs ( k ≈ 0.5 to 1.0 mD) can have transient periods that last several 
months. 

• Unconventional reservoirs that have even lower permeability's that require extensive 
fracture networks can have transient periods that could last for several years.
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Constant sandface flowing pressure is required

• For the period of production included in the decline analysis, the sandface flowing
pressure must be relatively constant before a reliable set of decline parameters can be
extracted.

• Factors that affect sandface flowing pressure:

> rate controlled wells

> changing wellhead backpressure

> changing wellbore configurations

> liquid loading.



Limitations of Traditional DCA

• No reservoir parameters obtained by traditional analysis.

• Only able to obtain recoverable fluids, not fluid in place.

• Based on empirical, not physics.

• Implicitly assumes constant operating conditions.

• Non-unique results, especially for tight gas (transient flow).

• Provides limited information about the reservoir



Arps Production Forecast
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So how do we analyze wells?

• Recommended Approach is more involved.

• Use Modern Methods

> Traditional methods combined with methods using flowing pressures.

> Numerical and analytical models could be costly and time consuming so find 
alternatives

• Get qualitative answers from diagnostics

• Analyze rates AND flowing pressures together

> Ignoring flowing pressures can result in over predicting or under predicting reserves

> Flowing pressures might not remain constant throughout the forecast, thereby failing to 
meet one of the most important constraints in empirical decline analysis.



Additional combinations to increase confidence in 
production forecasts

• Calculated fluids-in-place AND reserves

> Identify infill potential

> Identify production optimization potential

• Identify flow regimes and perform diagnostics

> Use typecurves or FMB

> When doing reserves on a transient well, you will expect the reserves to potentially 
increase year after year until BDF is reached.

> When doing reserves on a BDF well, can determine Fluid-In-Place, and that should be a 
concrete number.
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The solution is obvious

Single 
Method

Multiple 
Methods



Example 1 – Using FMB to avoid overestimating EUR 

• High Perm

• Gas Well

• Suggests in BDF

• EUR=10 Bscf



Example 1 – Flowing Material Balance

• Flowing Material Balance

• Advanced Method

• OGIP=6 Bscf



Example 1 – Conflicting results

• There’s a problem.  

• Traditional Decline suggests EUR=10 Bscf

• FMB suggests OGIP=6 Bscf.

• Obviously can’t produce more than exists.

• EUR=4.6 Bscf from FMB.

• Which one is wrong?



Example 1 – Declining pressure

• Flowing pressures are declining

• Empirical decline analysis assumes a constant flowing pressure and that’s clearly not 
happening here.

• When the pressure is projected out, the EUR can’t exceed 4.6 Bscf
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Example 1 – Conclusions 

• If you don’t use methods that consider both the flowing pressures and the rates, you 
might miss something. 

• In the previous example you would have over estimated your recoverables.



Example 2 – Comparing EUR and OGIP to understand 
uncertainty in input parameters 

• Using log data can determine basic reservoir parameters

• Porosity, water saturation, pay thickness, etc



Example 2 – Volumetric calculation

• Use the volumetric equation to calculate the OGIP

• Assume an Area of 160 acres

• Educated guess

• Analogy

• Experience

• If that spacing is incorrect, then the OGIP will be incorrect

• ���� = � ∗ ℎ ∗ ∅ ∗ 1 − � − �� ∗
��

��∗�
∗

���

���

• ���� = � ∗ 9.8x10�

• ���� = 160���� ∗ 9.8x10�

• ���� = 1562	$$ �%



Example 2 – Gas rate and WGR



Example 2 – Gas rate and WGR

• Strong water production

• Water production mirrors gas decline

• Might not see signal of the reservoir volume

• Actually see signal from the increasing water production

• The increasing water production is probably increasing backpressure too



Example 2 – Decline analysis

• Still produces a clear decline trend though

• EUR = 640 MMscf



Example 2 – Results

• OGIP = 1562 MMscf

• Local knowledge/experience tells us that A = 160 acres

• EUR = 640 MMscf

• Reliable, but problem with the increasing water production

• RF = 41%

• Quite low for a conventional gas well



Example 2 – Questioning the Area

• If Area is the questionable number, what if we changed the value?

• 640 acres has an even lower recovery factor and leaves a huge amount of pressure still in 
the reservoir

• 80 acres has a very high recovery factor, but with the water in the reservoir, probably not 
possible to achieve

EUR Area OGIP Recovery 

Factor

Abandonment 

Pressure

MMscf Acres MMscf % psia

640 640 6246 10% 2693

640 320 3416 19% 2438

640 160 1562 41% 1771

640 80 781 82% 542



Example 2 – Questioning the Area and RF%

• Productive Area vs. Recovery Factor

• If we could nail one down, we could be more certain of our answer

• Currently 160 acres seems to be the best we can do with the information we’ve been 
given

EUR Area OGIP Recovery 

Factor

Abandonment 

Pressure

MMscf Acres MMscf % psia

640 640 6246 10% 2693

640 320 3416 19% 2438

640 160 1562 41% 1771

640 80 781 82% 542



Example 2 – Highlights uncertainty

• By combining the methods, highlights the uncertainty in the key parameters we have

• Forces us to ask questions

• Recovery Factor too low?

• Productive Area too small or too large?

EUR Area OGIP Recovery 

Factor

Abandonment 

Pressure

MMscf Acres MMscf % psia

640 640 6246 10% 2693

640 320 3416 19% 2438

640 160 1562 41% 1771

640 80 781 82% 542



Example 3 – Using MB and Decline to monitor
production through extended periods of time

• Well was analyzed in 1982

• Single well pool

• EUR = 29 Bscf



Example 3 – Material Balance in 1982

• High state of depletion

• Down to 300psia

• OGIP = 34 Bscf

• Looks reliable



Example 3 – Results from 1982

• EUR = 29 Bscf 

> Based on production data

• OGIP = 34 Bscf

> Based on Material Balance

• Recovery Factor = 85%

> Appropriate for a gas drive depletion reservoir

• Analysis is reliable



Example 3 – Revisiting well 22yrs later

• 2004 Analysis



Example 3 – Revisiting well 22yrs later

• 2004 Analysis

• Have produced more than the Material Balance said existed in the reservoir in 1982?!



Example 3 – New Analysis #1

Possible Options:

1. Very little left in the reservoir

EUR = 40.4 Bscf
Gp = 39.4 Bscf



Example 3 – New Analysis #2

Possible Options:

2. Slightly more reserves.

EUR = 42.0 Bscf
Gp = 39.4 Bscf



Example 3 – New Analysis #3

Possible Options:

3. Hyperbolic decline gives even more reserves.

EUR = 50.0 Bscf
Gp = 39.4 Bscf



Example 3 – Possible Results

2004 Analysis Summary

• Wide range of results

• How to constrain them?

Analysis 
Number

Analysis 
Type

Gp EUR RR

Bscf Bscf Bscf

1 Exponential 39.4 40.4 1.0

2 Exponential 39.4 42.0 2.6

3 Hyperbolic 39.4 50.0 10.6



Example 3 – Material Balance in 2004



Example 3 – Material Balance Diagnostics

• Definite departure from 1982 analysis

• Because cumulative production exceeds what was originally predicted, this cannot be 
attributed to a water drive.

• This is a connected reservoir.
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• High perm reservoir in contact with low perm reservoir

• Pressure differential between the 2 reservoirs allows for flow from the low
perm to the high perm.

• High perm reservoir flows first, with later contribution from the lower perm 
reservoir.

Example 3 – Connected Reservoir



Example 3 – Advanced Material Balance Methods

• Using a connected reservoir analysis in Material Balance

• All the data points now match



Example 3 – Increased OGIP

Original Gas-In-Place (using connected reservoir model)

• Main Reservoir = 34 Bscf

• Connected Reservoir = 9 Bscf

• Total Reservoir = 43 Bscf



Example 3 – Decline option #1

Possible Options:

1. Very little left in the reservoir

EUR = 40.4 Bscf
OGIP = 43 Bscf
RF = 94%



Example 3 – Decline option #2

Possible Options:

2. Slightly more reserves.

EUR = 42 Bscf
OGIP = 43 Bscf
RF = 98%



Example 3 – Decline option #3

Possible Options:

3. Hyperbolic decline gives even more reserves.

EUR = 50 Bscf
OGIP = 43 Bscf
RF = >100%



Example 3 – Possible Results

• Can conclude our Remaining Recoverables are between 1.0 and 2.6 Bscf.  

• Definitely not 10.6 Bscf.

Analysis 
Number

EUR RR OGIP RF

Bscf Bscf Bscf % 

1 40.4 1.0 43.0 94.0

2 42.0 2.6 43.0 96.0

3 50.0 10.6 43.0 >100



Example 3 – Monitor production continuously

• Good reservoir management requires that we keep monitoring our reservoir pressures 
and production throughout the life of the well.  

• Even when we think everything is well known.



Example 4 – Using FMB and Decline to aid in 
production optimization

• Exponential decline

• Very reliable interpretation

• EUR = 3 Bscf



Example 4 – Combine methods to reduce uncertainty

• Combine Decline and FMB

• Important to use decline and more advanced methods in combination.

• With a proper combination of analyses, can avoid under/over predicting reserves



Example 4 – Flowing Material Balance



Example 4 – Comparison of analyses

From Flowing Material Balance:

• OGIP = 24 Bscf

• Very high number compared to the decline 

> EUR = 3 Bscf

• Using an abandonment pressure of 300 psia and the FMB, EUR = 19 Bscf

• Which one is correct?



Example 4 – Rates and Flowing Pressures



Example 4 – Pressures tell us a story

• The flowing pressures are increasing

• Very low drawdown 

> Pi = 1300psia, currently at 1100psia.  (15%)

• Production optimization issue 

> lower the flowing pressure, you can get a lot more rate out of the well.

• Using just empirical decline analysis will cause a very under-predicted reserve estimate.



Example 5 – Applying traditional decline methods to 
identify overlooked reserves

• Pool Grouping has been done.

• Pools are not in pressure communication with each other

• Pools are all in the same zone

• Pool A is the subject pool

• Pool B and C are analogous pools

Pool B

Pool A

Pool C



Example 5 – Pool A production data



Example 5 – Pool A production data

• Declines at end are highly affected by the water production

• Water production is rising to extremely high values

• Sometimes misinterpreted as a water drive



Example 5 – Potential conclusions for Pool A

• Due to the amount of water production,

• And all wells in Pool A watering out

> this could be a water drive reservoir.

• The Pool A has no remaining potential because it watered out.

But…

• Does Pool A still have reserves?

• Is it a water drive?



Example 5 – What are other pools in the area like?       
Pool B Production Data

• Reasonable decline through entire data trend

• Increasing water production

• Correlation between gas and water production is not very good.
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Example 5 – What are other pools in the area like?       
Pool C Production Data

• Flat period followed by a strong decline trend.

• Increasing water production

• But low levels of water



Example 5 – Is Pool B a water drive? – No. 

• Clear trend

• Heavy depletion

• Volumetric depletion

• Not a water drive



Example 5 – Is Pool C a water drive? – No. 

• Clear trend

• Heavy depletion

• Volumetric depletion

• Not a water drive



Example 5 – Is it likely that Pool A is a water drive? – No. 

• Minimal data points

• Volumetric depletion

• Same zone, Pools are nearby

• Likely similar depletion



Example 5 – Updated Conclusions

• Water production does not necessarily indicate a water drive

• Using Decline indicates no further potential

> No potential for individual wells

> Huge potential for the pool (500 Bscf)

• Analyzing not just multiple methods, but multiple pools can help us understand the 
reservoir



In Summary

Increase 
confidence 

in 
production 
forecasts

Avoid 
overbooking 

reserves

Reduce 
uncertainty of 

reservoir 
parameters

Assist with 
responsible 

well 
management 
through time Discover 

production 
optimization 
opportunities

Unlock 
reserve 
potential
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Questions?
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